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Psrt A
[Arswer any @ questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks ]

1(a). Why biasing is nscesssry for transistor operation? What happened if it is not 02

' properly biased?

1(b). Derive the equations for voltage gain, cunent gain, input impedance 04

and output admittance for a BJT using low frequency h-parameter model for

CE configuration.
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1(c). Consider a hansistor amplifier with
following parameter from the network
in Fig. l.

(a) Determine r,.
(b) Find zi.
(c) Calculate Zo (with r,=o1.
(d) Determine lv (with ro=a).

CE configuration. Determine the 04
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Fig.l: For Question 1(c).

2(a). Define CMRR. Explain Double-Ended Differential Inputs and Common-

Mode Inputs signal operation modes ofdifferential amplifier.

2(b). Calculate the voltage gain and output voltage of the following RC-coupled

transistor amplifier in Fig. 2 below. Use r, equivalent circuit for the

transistors 0/ and O.

Fig. 2: For Question 2(b).

2(c). Determine the necessary transformer tuln ratio for transferring maximum

power to a 16 Q load from a source that has an output impedance of 10 kO'

Also calculate the voltage across the external load ifthe terminal voltage of

the source is l0 V r.m.s.
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3(a). Explain how the stability of Fixed-bias and Emitter-bias configurations can

be improved.

3(b) Explain the effect of adding and removing bypassing capacitor with emitter
resistor in a RC-coupled amplifier. Also explain the effect of frequency on
coupling capacitor.

3(c) Draw the hybrid equivatent circuit and determine the input impedance,

output impedance, voltage gain, and current gain ofthe netwoik in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3: For Question 3(c). Fig. 4: For Question 4r'rt.

Part B
[Answor any 4!ggg questions &om dre followings; figures in the right margin indicare iu- -,-.ks.]

4(a) E: r the effect of gate voltage on drain cunent in a JFET.

4(b) Ct, the values ofRo and r?s for the network in Fig, 4 shown above urar vJ
w in a gain of 8 using a relatively high level of g. for the JFET

defined at Vasq ='Yc Vp

4(c) What do you lr' " ' ^+ ' ' v amplification factor? How can you relate it to 02

..rr.rir;I J f! i ya..-.

5(a) Define hansconductance. Determine transconductance and its . ..,.^"-
minimum value for JFET mathematically.

5(b) Explain why JFET and D-MOSFET are usr' ..v -ie while the 0Z

03

03

a4

E-MOSFET is in 'OFF' state.

5(c) Determine gz wrd ra, and

Fig. 5 below. Also ...-'
ga i-

- ,"- ' -nrlrri.relt network for the circuit in 05

Fig. 5: For Question 5(c).

6(a) What do you mean by threshold voltage? Why drain current of MOSFET is 02
zero before threshold voltage?
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